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„I have had these things to say of painting. If they are useful and helpful to 

painters, I ask only that as a reward for my pains they paint my face in 

their istoria in such a way that it seems pleasant and I may be seen a student 

of the art.” (Leon Battista Alberti, On Painting)
1
 

1. The Autobiographism of The Humanist 

Leon Battista Alberti, the descendant of a well-known family of merchants and bankers, 

brought up in exile, was one of the most versatile figures of the Italian humanism. 

Jacob Burckhardt in his epoch-making monograph: The Renaissance of Italy even based his 

depiction of the cultic portrait of the ‘renaissance individual’ on Alberti’s characteristics. His 

source was Alberti’s autobiography; although he himself thought the lines praising the 

versatile talent of Alberti’s belonged to an unknown humanist’s biography of him. Only in 

1843 did it occur that the author of the text depicting Leone Baptista’s unique and versatile 

talent, not lacking a certain amount of exaggeration, might be the described person himself.2  

However Alberti was really eager to bequeath his portrait to posterity and so ensure his 

‘immortality’. Not only his treatise On Painting did he ask contemporary artists to do so, in 

response to which Matteo Di Pasti made his portrait as a bronze medallion,3  but also he 

himself made efforts to achieve this goal. Leon Battista Alberti the author of the first 

humanistic autobiography4 considered it to be of outmost importance to bequeath his Self-

Portrait in form of a bronze medallion to posterity.5 Furthermore, he seems to have created 

some characters of his books with the poetic-rethoric-existential purpose of painting his Self-

Portrait. Such characters as ‘Battista’ on the pages of I libri della famiglia, De Iciarchia, 

Sofronia, Cena familiaris, Profugiorum ab aerumna libri; or ‘Leon Battista’ in the 

autobiography (Vita); also the unnamed character in  De commodis litterarum atque 

                                                             
1
 Leon Battista ALBERTI, On Painting, Book 3, 63., (translated by John R. Spencer), Yale University Press, New 

Haven, 1970), p97. 
2
 The text appeared first in Rerum Italicarum Scriptores (Leonis Baptistae Alberti Vita anonyma = Rerum 

Italicarum Scriptores, XXV., Milano, 1751. pp295-303.) as an anonym biography of the humanist Alberti. It was 
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incommodis defining himself as Lorenzo Alberti’s child an Carlo  Alberti’s  brother;6 

furthermore ‘Lepidus’, the author of Philodoxeus fabula several main characters of the 

Intercenales (Somnium, Scriptor, Corolle, Fama, Religio) and the Latin equivalent of the 

philosopher Gelasto from the book Momus. Some other characters from the Dinner Peaces 

(Intercenales) have similar life-stories to the author (Pupillus, Erumna). But surprisingly he 

created autobiographical characters in Aphologi’s lions and the Canis’s dog. However this 

feature of Alberti’s oeuvre is a challenge to literally critics in different respects. 

1.  The characteristics and thoughts attributed to these characters seem to be controversial 

and it is hard to find a parallel between them and the facts of the author’s life reflected in 

biographical documents. Thus the correspondence of the anonym autobiography’s ‘Baptista’ 

and that of contemporary I libri della famiglia’s ‘Battista’ is not evident. While the Latin text 

discusses his indifferent sometimes even hostile attitude towards his family refusing the 

artistic ambitions of the young humanistic artist, the vernacular treatise features a Battista as 

an important and organic part of the Alberti family equal to the other participants of the 

conversation, introducing himself as the chronicher of the glory of the family. 

2.  The contextual representation of the author’s figure has been causing certain 

difficulties in analyzing since the postmodern turn. The autobiography or ‘Self-writing’ 

should traditionally be formed on the three concepts of honesty (the truthtelling), reality 

(referentiality), and transparency (the mimetic nature of language, realism). According to this 

model both the author and the reader share the belief that the writer has a full access to his 

real personality and not only is he able to reach himself linguistically but also he is trying to 

do so in the name of truthfulness (veracity). However, the psychology, philosophy of 

language, and literary criticism of the 20
th

 century has carried out the methodical criticism of 

these categories, since the postmodern turn it is this kind of understanding of literature that 

has become suspicious. Consequently out of the literary categories of author –work (piece of 

art) – reader the emphasis has shifted to the letter two ones. However neither the text 

imannent interpretation nor the reception-aesthetical approach analyzes the motivations of the 

author’s biographical figure, which lead to his own Self-representation. Thus we find it 

necessary to view this specific feature of Alberti’s works in a theoretical framework which 

enables us to grasp this humanist’s unique attitude in the most complex way possible. 

                                                             
6
 „Laurentius Albertus parens noster, vir cum multis in rebus, tum in educanda familia temporibus suis facile 

nostrorum omnium princeps, ut meministi, Carole, solitus erat nos ita instructos velle et domi et foris videri, ut 

nunquam essemus otiosi.” [ALBERTI, De commodis litterarum atque incommodis, (ed. by L. Goggi Carotti), 

Olschki, florence, 1976. p37.] 
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Alberti’s autobiographism has intrigued researchers for a long time. As an introduction 

to this aspect in my chapter on Criticism I have endeavoured to collect the methodological 

approaches to the humanists oeuvre grasped by the canonic authors of Alberti-reception. The 

revaluation of critical literature has led me to the critical-methodical approach applied in the 

dissertation, which I consider to be an important achievement of my research. Analysis of 

critical literature pointed out that analyzing the phenomenon of autobiographism besides 

putting the poetical questions requires a psychological, philosophical, sociological approach 

as well. The complex perspective and methodology of history of ideas seemed to be 

appropriate for me to point out the specific features of the Self-centered Alberti-narrative.  

I tourned to an art(istic) form in order to interprete Alberti’s autobiographism, who 

raised art to the social/cultural rank of the studia humanitatis. Self-portrait is a form of art, 

reborn in the renaissance, that might be considered as a symbol of the whole renaissance 

humanistic Self-culture. By upgrading representation and in means of the physiognomic 

tradition humanists attached appearance to a person’s identity. Face and gestures have become 

important factors of Self-representation. In accordance with Zygmund Bauman’s concept7 we 

can state that just as photografic paper is a medium of modern identity and videotape’s and 

DVD’s are the ultimately postmodern medium of identity, the most decisive medium of the 

renaissance can be the Self-portraits. The methaphorical extension of the concept of portrait 

can point out the artifically created and deaply representative nature of Alberti’s 

autobiographical manifestation’s. According to the myth of the origins of painting the 

function of a painted face is to cast a charm, to make somebody which is not present appear, 

and to represent a Self whose absence evokes painful desire in the viewer. In Pliny’s Historia 

Naturalis, which was read by Alberti, the myth is narrated as follows: 

„Enough and more than enough has been said about painting. It may be suitable to append to these 

remarks something about the plastic art. It was through the service of that same earth that modeling 

portraits from clay was first invented by Butades, a potter from Sycion, at Corinth. He did this owing to 

his daughter, who was in love with a young man; and she, when he was going abroad, drew in outline 

on the wall the shadow of his face thrown by the lamp. Her father pressed clay on this and made a relief, 

which he hardened by exposure to fire with the rest of his pottery; and it is said that this likeness was 

preserved in the shrine of the Nymphs.”
8
 

                                                             
7
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Alberti is not motivated by amorous passions to immortalize his portraits in a written or visual 

form. The object of desire is not another persons but he himself.9 It is this Self which he 

endeavoures to build again and again like a role played on the stage of the surrounding 

society. As Alberti considers man’s most important characteristic his social nature whose 

behaviour is defined by his surroundings. And for the humanist redefining the classical topos 

of theater mundi, theater becomes the basic methaphor for social interaction. Interpersonal 

relationships represent the stage on which the participants taking part in the act of 

communication and wearing masks, try to control the impressions made by them on the 

others. Alberti achives this goal by hiding and revealing some of his characteristics and 

separating appearence from reality: dissimulatio and simulatio are the basic attitude apperaing 

in the humanist’s interaction. Due to his illegitim birth, the exile of his family from Florence, 

and the education away from the city doesn’t get this role ready-made, isn’t born into this 

social mask in which he has to make his appear on returning to town. The intellectual role 

represented by him is a calculated Self-image by which he reacts to the surrounding 

expectations and which he wishes to represent through his works. 

This social aspect of Selfimage-formation was introduced into our analysis applying 

Goffman’s concept of front/face.
10

 The autobiographism of the humanist, all his creative 

endeavours to put his own Self in the center of his artistic manifestations can be interpreted as 

a face-building process. Face is a Self-image created with the purpose of Self-representation 

for others, the protection of personal integrity during social interaction (including literary 

works as they are created for others expecting reaction from them). The ethics of dissimulatio 

as the defining attitude of social interaction was elaborated by Alberti in the portrayal of 

whom merge the experinced biographical Self and the represented created Self (mask) 

resulting in a peculiar Self-experince which makes the humanists figure remarkable. Pretence 

and maskwearing and the desire to control Self-representation and created Self-image are the 

characteristic features of the Italian humanist.  

In such a way Alberti’s works anticipate a process the peak of which is in the Cinquecento: 

the senecan type suggesting integrity is gradually replaced by the multifaced, versatile Protean 

                                                             
9
 A Butades-mítosz helyett Alberti Nárcisz történetében látja a festészet eredetét: „For this reason, I say among 

my friends that Narcissus who was changed into a flower, according to the poets, was the inventor of panting. 

Since painting is already the flower of every art, the story of Narcissus is most to the point. What else can you 

call painting but a similar embracing with art of what is presented on the surface of the water in the fountain?” 

ALBERTI, On Painting, (translated by John R. Spencer), Yale University Press, New Haven, 1970. 
10

 As used in Erving GOFFMAN, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, 1956. and in GOFFMAN, Interactional 

Rituals, 1967. 
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ideal. Dissimulation and simulation becomes a cardinal virtue, and features as a behavioural 

norm, essential manifestation of Prudentia.11   

Provided we consider the three Battistas to be masks it is not the thruthfulness of these 

characters that counts anymore but the focus is placed on the advantages and social status 

their sentences were to achive for their wearer. The Battista appearing int he autobiography 

puts on a mask of a stoic wise man, endeawouring to build a new intellectual role, a social 

’front’ for the nearly arrived Alberti, failing to identify with the current civis humanism in 

Florence. Misdisguised being the solitary social outcast doctus can see through the thwarting 

of the society. The public he is wearing a mask for are the florentine humanists. In the 

autobiography the integrity of this character is reinforced by the ’obtrectatores’, recurrent 

element of the latin biographies. Thus becomes his family an obstructive enemy. The 

’Battista’-s of Della famiglia aim at a wider public (the reason for using tuscan vernacular) 

they are trying to position themselves int he mercantile Florence. The latin and tuscan 

characters were actually based ont he same experience and can be considered as alternative 

reactions tot he same challenge. The lust thematic unit of the dissertation is devoted to the 

elaboration of this issue. 

2. „Nihil dictum quin prius dictum” 

Alberti based his literary programme on the Terential saying,12 comparing his creative work to 

that of the inventor of the mosaic: 

„Noi vero, dove io come colui e come quell’altro volli ornare un mio piccolo e privato diversorio, tolsi 

da quel pubblico e nobilissimo edificio quel che mi parse accomodato a’ miei disegni, e divisilo in più 

particelle distribuendole ove a me parse. E quinci nacque come e’ dicono: Nihil dictum quin prius 

dictum. E veggonsi queste cose litterarie usurpate da tanti, e in tanti loro scritti adoperate e disseminate, 

che oggi a chi voglia ragionare resta altro nulla che solo el raccoglierle e assortirle e poi accoppiarle 

insieme con qualche varietà dagli altri e adattezza dell’opera sua (…). Qual cose, dove io le veggo 

aggiunte insieme in modo che le convengano con suoi colori a certa prescritta e designata forma e 

pittura, e dove io veggo fra loro niuna grave fissura, niuna deforme vacuità, mi diletta, e iudico nulla più 

doversi desiderare.”
13
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 VÍGH Éva, Éthos és Kratos között: udvar és udvari ember a XVI-XVII. századi Itáliában, Osiris Kiadó, 

Budapest, 1999. pp.111-112. 
12

 „nullum est iam dictum quod non dictum sit prius” (TERENTIUS, Eunuchus, Prologus, 41. = PUB. TERENTII AFRI 

Comoediae sex : ex M. Antonii Mureti exemplari, P. Bembi codice vetustissimo, apud Antonium Gryphium, Genf, 
1586., 73.o., http://www.e–rara.ch/bau_1/content/pageview/2527558) 
13

 Leon Battista ALBERTI, Profugiorum ab aerumna libri tre, III = ID, Opere volgari, II. (szerk. Cecile Grayson), 

Laterza, Bari, 1966. pp.161-162. 
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 According this image created by Alberti, as the mosaic worker chooses fragments from other 

monuments to form the pattern of his own mosaic so the writer elaborates the patrimony of 

the past: the writer using his own intelligence, culture and creativity takes appart and puts 

together fragments of bygone works in order to compose a new literary text or mosaic.  

Thus I am to collect Alberti’s mosaics in my essay. What traditions, what literary topoi did he 

turn to elaborate while creating the mask of the ’stoic doctus’? What cultural traditions did he 

rely on to make his own Self the object of reflection and representation. The second big 

thematic part is devoted to analyzing the historical development of Self experience, changes 

and problems of Self itnegrity. After a short survay of the antique tradition of Self-expression, 

followed by reflections on Alberti’s great predecessors Dante’s Petrarca’s concept of the Self, 

this essay aims at analyzing what might have brought about the boost of ego-documents in the 

mid-Quattrocento. 

1. The essential forms of Self-expression, Self-writing were created by Quattrocento 

humanists by turning to the classical tradition of autobiographies and biographies. The 

influence of Plutarch’s and Sveton’s biographies cand be traced back in Alberti’s 

autobiography as well. Furthermore, the poetic legacy of latin satirists’ work represents an 

important tradition. They elaborated a unique strategy of Self representation. in their texts 

they don’t convey their own Selfs to the reader through direct utterances, but through masks 

(personae). In these texts a constructed figure (the satirist) talks to the reader in first person 

singular. Another important model of theirs was Lucians’ satires. Lucian created a new genre 

by merging philosophy and comedy which allowed humanist authors to discuss serious topics 

in a humorous way. So the stoic Self-image interpreted by christian church faters in a 

transcendental way, due to the rediscovered lucianic oeuvre found himself in a definitely lay 

gravement. Alberti’s two significant masks: the outsider misanthrope Lepidus observing 

social processes with a cynical smile and harshly and unscrupolously critisizing them was also 

inspired by Lucian. 

2.  In the Middle Ages the Self-awareness with which the authors percepted their own 

situation becomes insignificant. With the appearance of Christianity people became uncertain 

about their ability to form or build their own identity. „Tolle te, tolle, inquam, te a te, impedis 

te; si tu te aedificas, ruinam aedificas” – we read in St. Augustine’s Sermones.14 So Dante, the 

author of Convivio, altough choosing the topic of telling his own story of himself, still he feels 

                                                             
14

 AUGUSTINUS, Sermones, 169. 9. Stephen Greenblatt points out this passage in his monography as an 

illustration of the difference between the self-image of Antiquity and that of the Middle Ages. GREENBLATT, 

Renaissance Self-fashioning From More to Shakespeare, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1980. p.2.  
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that he must apply some kind of apology for this topic choice. Petrarca’s sensitivity and 

consciousness questioning the permanence and uncheangeable nature of his Self, and giving it 

a written form reshaping Self-expression for the next generation humanists, makes his works 

of outmost importance for studies on autobiographical intentions and changes of Self 

perception. The Petrarcan innovation is partly his return to the traditions of the genre of 

biography providing the possibility of Self expression for the next generations. 

The humanists following Petrarca’s tradition didn’t feel obliged to show apology and so found 

it natural to talk about themselves in public. While for Petrarca it was the result of long 

experimenting, his main motivation being the reconciliation of the christian idea of humilitas 

with Self-awareness, Self praise and Self-centeredness, L.B. Alberti directly and fully relies 

on antique tradition and apparently seems to ignore christian expectations. Moreover Petrarca 

was intrigued how to separate poetically his previous sinner Self from the new Self. Alberti 

elaborating the ethics of dissimulatio using the poetic features of the dialogue, gives voice to 

the fragmented Self sounds in polifony not supposing any hierarchy between the different 

phrases. A significant change occured in Self-reflection: the humanists building himself int he 

mirror of appearance sight-represented Self gained greater importance. Thus while Petrarca 

tries to keep his inner trials and tribulations secret,  Alberti reveals them to the public for a 

therapeutical reason. 

3. Alberti’s specific Self-experience, dissimulatio, is nothing else but a dialogue between 

the represented and the real Self. The face represented in public and the one in  the 

background emerging occasionally through facial expressions, gives birth to a complex and 

unique Self-structure which is on one hand a means of social integration, on the other hand a 

method of Selfpreservation, a kind of therapy. Most works of Alberti depict different 

behavioural or conduct patterns. These pieces reveal the threats imposed by the outside world 

theaching us techniques to find consolation. In the philosophy of consolatio does he find the 

social utility of literature: it is the citizens’ obbligation and task to study their own Self and to 

work on it. This work is not done int he solitude of their studies, as Petrarca secretly struggles 

with his doubts, but in public, among people,and relies on dissimulation. Self-protection, the 

technique to preserve the integrity („conservare se stessi”)15 becomes a social-political issue. 

Preservation of restraint, learning how to control someone’s own Self becomes the focus of 
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 Leon Battista ALBERTI, I libri della famiglia, (ed. Ruggiero Romano, Alberto Tenenti, Francesco Furlan), 

Einaudi, Torino 1994. p.140., http://www.letteraturaitaliana.net/pdf/Volume_3/t49.pdf] 
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Alberti’s teachings. According to the humanist this is the only way to remain ourselves in 

situations generated by Fortune, beyond human control, and live a happy life.16 

3. Alberti’s Masks 

Leon Battista Alberti after being educated in exile, arrived in Florence at the age of thirty, 

however, he did not find the existing role model of Florentine humanism satisfactory. The 

works of greek authors newly discovered by humanists engaged with the Roman Curia, such 

as Lucian or Diogenes Laertius, provided an alternative model for him. Moreover his getting 

acquainted with the methods of the satirists provided a new oppurtunity int he field of Self-

representation. Hiding behind maskes and mixing biography with fiction is in accordance with 

the intellectual model he experimented with. Alberti’s new intellectual model offers an 

alternative to the contemporary Florentine model of civic humanism,17  the man of letters as a 

citizen. In this new intellectual model which was not motivated by the ciceronian thriving for 

glory, but the struggle against unavoidable troubles, intellectual loneliness. The humanist sees 

them as means of therapy. Thus the philosopher’s/man of letters’ task is not the realization of 

the Bruni’s and Salutati’s concept of humanism, based on Cicero’s ideas. The Alberti like 

intellectualdoes not define himself as a person involved in social events of the polis or a 

public orator. Instead his aim is to lead back Man exposed to civilizational and emotional 

harm to his own nature, in which his happiness is.  

In the last thematic unit of the dissertation I scrutinize the mosaic Self portrait depicted int he 

humanist’s autobiography (Vita) and I analyze the background of literary and philosophical 

traditions. Furthermore, I illustrate on the visual Self-image of the bronz medallion how by 

applying the previously described methodology, we can reveal the close but ambivalent 

relationship between fiction and biographical data, so characteristic of Alberti’s 

autobiographism.  

I intend to reveal the poetic nature of his faces and their social function and I try to point out 

how it provides protection from outside threats, destabilizing processes of the outside world, 

and in what way does Autobiography and the Self-portrait on the bronz medallion ensure 

Self-Integrity. 
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 „Dotto adunque e per lungo uso seco ben saggio, a me stesso insegnai contenere mia volontá e frenare e’ miei 

appetiti. E cosí a me fu licito chiudere ogni addito verso me alla fortuna onde ella possa poi richiedermi el suo e 

discontentarmi.” Leon Battista ALBERTI, Theogenio = ID., Opere volgari II., Laterza, Bari, 1966. p.67. 
17

 The term is created by Hans Baron: Hans BARON, In search of Florentine civic humanism : essays on the 

transition from medieval to modern thought, Princeton University Press, Princeton (N.J.), 1988. 


